Petroleum Coke (Green and Calcined) in the CIS: Production, Market and Forecast (18th edition)

Description: This report is the eighteenth edition of the study of petroleum coke market in Russia and CIS. The purpose of this research is the analysis of the petroleum coke market in the CIS.

This present work is a desk study. As information sources, databases UN (UNdate), the Statistical Committee of the CIS countries (including the Federal State Statistics Service of Ukraine GCS, the Statistics Agency of the Republic of Kazakhstan, etc.), the customs statistics of the Russian Federation and Ukraine, official statistics railage; Materials sector and regional press, annual and quarterly reports of companies, web-sites of company-producers and consumers of petroleum coke as well as an extensive database.

In addition, some data has been verified and refined through telephone interviews with specialists from companies in this report.

All this has enabled experts to reveal a picture of petroleum coke market in the CIS and its development prospects.

The chronological scope of the study: 1996-2013 and 1st quarter 2014; forecast for the period 2014-2020

Study geography: Russian Federation - a comprehensive detailed analysis of the market; Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Azerbaijan and other CIS countries - a retrospective analysis of the overall market.

The report consists of 6 Sections, contains 220 pages, including 40 Figures, 89 Tables and 2 Appendices.

- The first chapter of the report presents data on resources, required for production of petroleum coke, and their characteristics. This chapter consists of details of technology of coke production and quality parameters of the products.

- The second chapter is devoted to the production of petroleum coke (green and calcined) in the CIS countries. This section presents statistical and estimated data on volumes of coke in Russia and CIS countries. It exhibits a detailed description of all company-producers of petroleum coke in Russia and the CIS, the current situation in these factories and prospects.

- The third chapter presents data on foreign trade in petroleum coke in Russia and the CIS.

- The fourth chapter presents information on producer prices in the Russian market. In addition, data on dynamics of export-import prices on products in Russia and Ukraine. This chapter also provides forecast prices for up to 2025.

- In the fifth chapter of the report describes consumption of petroleum coke. The balance of the production and the consumption of this product, sectoral structure of consumption, the main consumers, as well as the current state and prospects of development of the greatest enterprise consumers in Russia and the CIS.

- In the sixth chapter presents forecast of development of Russian market of petroleum coke in 2020.

- The Appendix content addresses and provides information on producers and consumers of petroleum coke in CIS countries.

Target audience research:

- Petroleum coke market participants - producers, consumers, traders.

- Potential investors

This research claims to be the handbook for marketing services and specialists taking management
decisions, working in the oil market.

**Please note that the English version of this report is only available 3 weeks from receipt of order**
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